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Conference

• Fantastic conference

• Great detailed look at many phenomena and 
measurements

• But this also a great time to think about big 
questions

– Not stupidly (I hope)

– But with focus on specific questions, apparent 
puzzles or inconsistencies



This Talk:
• Notoriously difficult to find string theory 

backgrounds with positive cosmological parameter

– After 20 years not entirely clear

– Key question for string theory, and de Sitter space theory

– Very likely related to needing supersymmetry for 
tractable solutions

– Can be deeply in nonperturbative (noncalculable) regime

• Other question: role of extra dimensions and 
warped geometry: new phenomena?

• Final question: How to construct (in more detail) 
low energy EFT when warped compactification



KKLT to address first

• An important question whether there are 
tractable de Sitter solutions

• KKLT paradigm proposed construction
– Questions because of  “many moving parts”

– No one has full Lagrangian

– Hard to explicitly construct the 10d model of de 
Sitter space

• Yet exist compelling probe approximation and 
effective 4d theory arguments

Kachru, 
Kallosh, 
Linde, 
Trivedi
2003



Moreover (and theme of new work 
and last questions)

• Warped compactifications are intrinsically 
interesting

• Exhibit new phenomena that have not yet 
been fully understood

• Here we will see construction of EFT is subtle

• And exhibits new phenomena that might well 
have important implications for BSM physics



New Work

• This talk (based on recent work with S Lust)
– Effective potentials in warped compactifications more subtle
– Need to take account of constraints
– Significant change in IR of throat
– Related to light KK modes in IR, even of the stabilized Kahler moduli

• Turns out effective theories for warped compactifications much 
more subtle

• Alternatively need to account for KK modes that are light owing to 
warping

• Low energy potential construction  requires understanding full 
metric

• Qualitative change of potential behavior
• IN IR!



Big Lesson

• Kahler moduli appearing in string 
construction stabilized
– Was big point of KKLT construction

• But in warped geometries their KK modes are 
still light

• Comparable in mass to conifold deformation 
parameter

• Runaway behavior (that I will review) goes 
away



Outline

• Introduce KKLT: way of finding 
perturbative/manageable loophole for dS
construction 

• Review potential instabiilty
– “conifold destabilization”

– 5d EFT radion IS conifold deformation parameter

– Seemed uplift destabilizes conifold (radion) if M (flux)
too small--Really a runaway radion

• Show why IR EFT must be modified
– And how it resolves issue



KKLT: Construction of de Sitter

• 10d Calabi-Yau /F-theory construction
– Fluxes stabilize all complex structure moduli
– But Kahler (volume) modulus σ remains undetermined

• KKLT resolution
– Step 1: Break no-scale structure with nonperturbative

gauge contributions to stabilize Kahler modulus at 
large volume
• Yields AdS4 as low-energy theory

• Uplift energy
– Anti D3 brane; but in warped geometry (KS throat)

• Suppresses uplift
• Warped geometry gives smaller energy density to match AdS



RS Refresher

UV  brane

IR brane

Warp 
factor of 
metric



Warped Geometry (String Theory)
(Kachru, Polchinski, Verlinde)

• Cartoon: RS warped AdS throat glued onto CY

• CY compactification acts as UV brane

• But Klebanov-Strassler AdS space
– Constantly changing (increasing) AdS curvature

– AdS5 but with “running Neff”
• NUV=MK;  NIR= M; hierarchy from e-2 Π K/Mg

s

• Caps off at a critical length

• Conifold deformation region is “IR brane”

• KPV paper: 4d Mink space as low-energy EFT



Klebanov-Strassler Solution

Calabi-
Yau/UV •IR set by S

•Conifold deformation 
parameter

•K, M set by fluxes internal to compact geometry
•Total flux runs from KM to M
•K/M sets the hierarchy
•Note that role of GW in this warped geometry played by geometry itself
•Reshift 1/S1/3



Goldberger-Wise Potential for Radion

• Guarantees radion moves so that

• Both junction conditions are satisfied

– And entire bulk can be consistently sliced

• Radion is localized in IR

• Responding to mismatch in boundary conditions

• Clearly any stabilized geometry needs analog field

• GW bulk field, and radion



Can Identify Radion in KKLT!

• S: Conifold deformation parameter



Potential for S

Add potential from antibrane:



“Conifold” instability



S Potential



With Uplift



Runaway radion if too big a 
perturbation



Real potential instability

• Need largish gsM
2

• But hard to satisfy
• Hierarchy problematic

– K/Mgs~KM/M2gs

– KM bounded in a given geometry

• Another potential problem
– Cosmological phase transition for RS like geometries

• Cremenelli, Nicolis, Rattazzi//Hassanain, March-Russell, Schellvinger

– High temperature AdS/Schwarschild
– Cosmological phase transition won’t complete
– Need to evolve to RS
– Upper bound on M2~21 for this geometry

• Caveat: We are assuming supergravity solution applies even for 
small M
– However if it doesn’t we still have to work out solution to have 

example



Solution !!
Warped Conifold Potential

• Turns out the assumed S potential is not 
correct

– In IR!

– Off-shell

• Need to impose various constraints

• Let’s get a taste of how this wokrs









With warp factor no 
longer traceless!









Deformations of warped geometries



Solve using diffeomorpism



Even More General

Satisfy higher d 
eq of motion

No off-
diagonal

Traceless EE



Solve



No Second Minimum 



Punchline



Putting it Togehter

• Low energy effective theory nontrivial in context of 
warped compactifications

• Solving Einstein’s Equations consistently even off-shell 
leads to qualitative change in form of potential

• Here related to fact that warped compactification
shape can change in the IR

• Not determined solely by the UV stabilization
• Essentially allows for KK modes of volume moduli
• Though not yet explicit in our formalism
• Resolves the mysterious and now-seen-to-be spurious 

instability



Conclusions

• General Lesson is that warped 
compactifications are subtle

• Low energy effective theory still valid
– But requires including KK modes of all fields

• Even heavy structure moduli
– KK modes of heavy fields in warped geometries 

can be light

• Can perhaps have important implications for 
potentials, hierarchies in the future


